Good, Better, Best. Never Let It Rest.

----------�*****
Building for the Future-the AIM Intern-net.

C"'""�-r---ll Recruiting season
is well underway.
This year we
exhibited at the
Purdue University
and Rose-Hulman
career fairs. In
spite of all the
big-name
companies there,
(including some of
our customers).
we still draw a
crowd. From the
students we met
on campus, we
have already selected our
candidates, had follow-up
interviews here in Merrillville, and
extended our job offers. Students
are drawn to AIM Machinery
because of the variety of projects
we tackle, and the technical
challenges we face.

We have hired engineering interns
every year since starting the
business. Ifs helpful for students to
be exposed to a working environment
while they are still in school as their
classes become more relevant, and
they become knowledgeable about
which job types to pursue or avoid.
The intern program also helps us in
recruiting. Our current staff includes
former interns Andrew Dolder from
Marquette University, Jeremy
Bultema from Rose-Hulman, and
Dana Plant from Purdue.
Our summer 2015 intern, Jordan
Kamp from Rose-Hulman, left us
early to participate in a service
project through Engineers Without
Borders. After two weeks
constructing a latrine in Gomoa
Gyaman, Ghana, he was named
Honorary Village Chief of
Development.

Performance by Design

Raising the Roof- all 65 tons!
Metals industry plants are filled
with large, complex machines
requiring periodic disassembly. In
electric arc furnace shops, the
furnace roofs must be removed for
maintenance. Built into a typical
roof are the off-gas duct, the
refractory delta at the electrode
holes, and many cooling water
connection flanges. The result is
an asymmetrical piece that can be
very difficult and time consuming
to rig and lift safely. Our customer
desired a tool for fast, safe rigging
of their 65 ton furnace roof. But
they didn't have a lot of space for
storing a huge spreader.
Al M's answer was the device
pictured. When assembled, its four
slings hang directly over the roofs
four rigging points. Between uses,
it easily breaks down into three
narrow pieces that can be stored
parallel to each other, out of the
work aisle.
This is another example of AIM
Machinery's ability to solve a
difficult handling application and to provide superior

performance by design.
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